
Consistency. The second source of information is called consistency information. In
contrast to distinctiveness information, which examines the person’s reaction to sim-
ilar stimuli, consistency information asks, “Is the person’s reaction to this stimulus
consistent over time?” In our example, we want to know whether Jim always likes
the pizza at Mama Luigi’s or whether he only liked it this one time. If he always likes
Mama Luigi’s pizza, his positive reaction on Saturday night is high in consistency; if
he doesn’t usually like Mama Luigi’s pizza, his positive reaction is low in consistency.

Consensus. The third source of information is consensus information. Consensus infor-
mation asks, “How do most people respond to this stimulus?” If many people think
Mama Luigi’s serves great pizza, there is high consensus for Jim’s reaction. If no one
else thinks Mama Luigi’s serves great pizza, there is low consensus for Jim’s reaction.

Table 4.7 shows that the way we answer these questions determines whether we
attribute Jim’s reaction to him, Mama Luigi’s pizza, or some more temporary or sit-
uational factor. When distinctiveness is low, consistency is high, and consensus is low,
we make a person attribution: We assume that Jim is a pizza lover and that’s why he
likes the pizza at Mama Luigi’s. When all three sources of information are high, we
make a stimulus attribution: We decide that Mama Luigi’s makes great pizza and that’s
why Jim likes it. Finally, when distinctiveness is high and consistency and consensus
are low, we attribute Jim’s reaction to the situation or to circumstance (e.g., Jim was
in a good mood that night).

Research testing Kelley’s model has found support for these relationships (Försterling,
1992; L. A. McArthur, 1972). When given this information, people make the attribu-
tions the theory predicts. Whether people actually search for such information when
attempting to explain behavior is less certain. Ultimately, Kelley’s research is impor-
tant not because it so aptly describes the attributional process, but because it so clearly
typifies the naive scientist metaphor that guided early research in this area. The
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TABLE 4.7 Kelley’s Covariation Model of the Attribution Process 

SOURCES OF INFORMATION
Distinctiveness Consistency Consensus Attribution

LOW HIGH LOW PERSON
Jim usually likes pizza, Jim always likes the pizza at No one else likes the pizza Jim is a pizza lover.
so his positive reaction Mama Luigi’s. at Mama Luigi’s.
is not distinctive.

HIGH HIGH HIGH STIMULUS
Jim usually doesn’t like Jim always likes the pizza at Everyone likes the pizza at Mama Luigi’s serves great
pizza, so his positive Mama Luigi’s. Mama Luigi’s. pizza.
reaction is highly 
distinctive.

HIGH LOW LOW SITUATION
Jim usually doesn’t like Jim has never liked the pizza No one else likes the pizza Jim was in a good mood 
pizza, so his positive at Mama Luigi’s before. at Mama Luigi’s. that night; Mama Luigi’s
reaction is highly got lucky and made one 
distinctive. good pizza.
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